Analysis of state-of-the-art VO/VSLAM system exposes a gap in balancing performance (accuracy & robustness) and efficiency (latency). Feature-based systems exhibit good performance, yet have higher latency due to explicit data association; direct & semidirect systems have lower latency, but are inapplicable in some target scenarios or exhibit lower accuracy than feature-based ones. This paper aims to fill the performanceefficiency gap with an enhancement applied to feature-based VSLAM. We present good feature matching, an active map-toframe feature matching method. Feature matching effort is tied to submatrix selection, which has combinatorial time complexity and requires choosing a scoring metric. Via simulation, the Max-logDet matrix revealing metric is shown to perform best. For real-time applicability, the combination of deterministic selection and randomized acceleration is studied. The proposed algorithm is integrated into monocular & stereo feature-based VSLAM systems. Extensive evaluations on multiple benchmarks and compute hardware quantify the latency reduction and the accuracy & robustness preservation.
This paper has been accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on Robotics. Please cite the paper using the following bibtex: Pose tracking with vision sensors has application to Robotics and Augmented Reality (AR). Research over the past two decades has revealed a few key strategies for visual odometry (VO) and visual simultaneous localization and mapping (VSLAM). Efforts have focused on the accuracy and robustness of pose tracking [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and mapping [7] , [8] , while meeting the real-time requirement (e.g. 30 fps) on desktops & laptops. However, the compute resources on practical robotics and AR platforms is more diverse, and somtimes more limiting. When targeting diverse platforms, VO/VSLAM should be accurate and robust while exhibiting low-latency, i.e., the time cost from capturing an image to estimating the corresponding pose should be low.
Dedicated hardware improves the runtime of VO/VSLAM on compute-constrained platforms. FPGA-based image processing speeds up feature extraction [9] , [10] , which is a dominant computation for feature-based methods (see Fig. 1, right) . Exploring the co-design space between VO (with inertial) algorithm and hardware illuminates parametric settings that improve VO output [11] . Building more efficient VO/VSLAM algorithms, in parallel with better hardware integration, is important to realizing the goal of accurate, low-latency VSLAM.
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The focus of this paper is on algorithm design aspects of modern VSLAM. As an alternative sensing approach, lowlatency visual sensors such as event camera have also been studied for VO/VSLAM tasks [12] [13] [14] . Application contexts, however, may require that more traditional visual cameras be used. Frame-based cameras are widely recognized as the primary vision sensor in a generic VO/VSLAM system (and downstream detection/recognition systems). The majority of VO/VSLAM systems are designed for frame-based cameras.
State-of-the-art VO/VSLAM systems on frame-based cameras break down into three groups: feature-based, direct, and semidirect systems. Feature-based VO/VSLAM typically consists of two modules: data association (i.e. feature extraction & matching) and state optimization. Due to robust and repeatable modern point-feature descriptors [15] [16] [17] [18] , featurebased systems (e.g., ORB-SLAM [3] , OKVIS [19] ) benefit from long-baseline feature matchings, and are accurate and robust in most scenarios with sufficient visual textures. In low-texture scenarios where point features fail, line features may be reliable alternative features for VO/VSLAM [20] [21] [22] . However, feature-based VO/VSLAM typically has high latency: data association is computationally expensive. Direct VO/VSLAM systems such as [4] , [6] , omit the explicit data association module and optimize a direct objective defined on the image measurements. In general, the computational load and latency of direct systems are lower than featurebased systems. However, the underlying direct objective is non-convex & non-smooth, and therefore harder to optimize versus the geometric objective used in feature-based systems. Furthermore, immediate recovery from track failure (i.e. relocalization) is a known issue for direct systems. Therefore, direct systems require certain conditions [6] , [23] , [24] for optimal performance, e.g., global shutter camera with precise calibration, minor or slow changes in lighting conditions, accurate motion prediction or smooth & slow camera motion. These conditions limit the applicability of direct systems to many robotics and AR applications, where VO/VSLAM is expected to operate with noisy sensory input under changing environments, for long duration. In addition, direct measurements rarely persist over long-baselines. For applications with frequent revisits, the percentage of long-baseline associations utilized by direct systems is lower than feature-based ones, impacting the performance of direct VO/VSLAM. Semidirect systems [5] also leverage direct measurements for pose tracking, thereby inheriting the reduced tracking performance property relative to feature-based methods. To summarize, there is a gap in the middle ground between performance (accuracy & robustness) and efficiency (low-latency) for state- Fig. 1 : Latency reduction and accuracy preservation of proposed approach on EuRoC MAV benchmark. Four monocular VO/VSLAM systems are assessed: semidirect SVO [5] , direct DSO [6] , feature-based ORB [3] , and proposed GF-ORB. Left: Latency vs. accuracy of 4 systems. The working region of each system (dashed contour) is obtained by adjusting the maximum number of features/patches per frame. Right: Latency break down averages per module in pose tracking pipelines on the EuRoC benchmark. A configuration that yields good trade-off of latency and accuracy is set: 800 features/patches extracted per frame; for GF-ORB the good features threshold is 100.
of-the-art VO/VSLAM systems: feature-based systems have good performance yet the latency can be quite high due to the explicit data association; direct & semidirect systems have less latency than feature-based ones, however they are either inapplicable in many target scenarios, or exhibit relatively lower accuracy or robustness.
The objective of this research to balance latency and performance with a computational enhancement applied to featurebased VO/VSLAM. The enhancement reduces the latency to the level of direct systems while preserving the accuracy and robustness of feature-based ones. The key observation that renders the objective achievable being: not all the feature matchings contribute equally to the accurate & robust estimation of camera pose. If there is an efficient approach to identify a small subset of features that are most valuable towards pose estimation, a.k.a. good features, then both data association and state optimization should utilize the good features only. Latency of pose tracking will be significantly reduced while preserving accuracy & robustness.
The primary outcome of this work is illustrated in Fig.  1 . The left column depicts the latency-accuracy trade-off of 4 monocular VO/VSLAM systems on a public benchmark (EuRoC MAV [25] ) by plotting the operational domain of the systems. Each marker on the plot represents a successfully tracked sequence (zero track loss in 10 repeated trials) for the denoted VO/VSLAM system. To better understand the latencyaccuracy trade-off in each VO/VSLAM system, we adjust the maximum number of features/patches extracted per frame (for GF-ORB, we also adjust the maximum number of good feature being matched per frame), to obtain the working region of each system in the latency-accuracy plot (in dashed contour). In Fig. 1 , feature-based ORB-SLAM occupies the lower-right portion; it is accurate with high-latency. Direct DSO achieves lower latencies under some configurations, but it has an order of magnitude higher absolute root-mean-square error (RMSE) than ORB-SLAM; semidirect SVO has a tighter-bounded working region at the upper-left, meaning it is efficient yet inaccurate. The objectives of low-latency and high-accuracy are achieved with the proposed approach, GF-ORB-SLAM, whose markers are located in the lower-left region of the plot. Fig. 1 presents the break down of latency introduced by each module in pose tracking pipelines, under a typical configurations for each VO/VSLAM system. When GF-ORB-SLAM is compared with the baseline ORB-SLAM, the time cost of feature extraction is identical, but the feature matching and subsequent modules' costs are significantly reduced. The latency of GF-ORB is the lowest among all four systems.
This paper extends our previous work on good features [26] . Extensions include an in-depth study of randomized acceleration (Sec. V), and the addition of feature selection with active matching (Sec. VI). Further, the experiments (Sec. VII) are more comprehensive. Contributions of this work include: 1) Study of the error model of least squares pose optimization, to connect the performance of pose optimization to the spectral property of a weighted Jacobian matrix; 2) Exploration of metrics connected to the least squares conditioning of pose optimization, with quantification of Max-logDet as the optimal metric; 3) Introduction of an efficient good feature selection algorithm using the Max-logDet metric, which is an order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art feature selection approaches; 4) Fusion of good feature selection and active matching into a generic good feature matching algorithm, which is efficient and applicable to feature-based VO/VSLAM; and 5) Comprehensive evaluation of the proposed good feature matching on a state-of-the-art feature-based VSLAM system, with multiple benchmarks, sensor setups, and compute platforms. Evaluation results demonstrate both latency reduction and accuracy & robustness preservation with the proposed method. Both monocular 1 and stereo 2 SLAM implementations are open-sourced.
II. RELATED WORK
This work is closely connected to following three research topics in robotics and computer vision: feature selection, submatrix selection, and active matching. In what follows, we review the literatures in each topic, and discuss the connection between existing works and this paper.
A. Feature Selection
Feature selection has been widely applied in VO/VSLAM for performance and efficiency purposes. Conventionally, fully data-driven methods such as random sample consensus (RANSAC) [1] and joint compatibility branch and bound (JCBB) [27] are used to reject outlier features. The computational efficiency of these methods are improved in extended works [28] , [29] . These outlier rejection methods are utilized in many VO/VSLAM systems [1] [2] [3] to improve the robustness of state estimation.
Apart from outlier rejection, feature selection methods are also been utilized for inlier selection, which aims to identify valuable inlier matches from useless ones. One major benefit of inlier selection is the reduction of computation (and latency thereafter), since only a small set of selected inliers are processed by VO/VSLAM. In addition, it is possible to improve accuracy with inlier selection, as demonstrated in [26] , [30] [31] [32] . The scope of this paper is on inlier selection, which reduces the latency of VO/VSLAM while preserving the accuracy and robustness.
Image appearance has been commonly used to guide inlier selection: feature points with distinct color/texture patterns are more likely to get matched correctly [33] [34] [35] . However, these works solely rely on quantifying distinct appearance, while the structural information of the 3D world and the camera motion are ignored. Appearance cues are important in feature selection, however, the focus of this paper is on the latter properties: identifying valuable features based on structural and motion information. The proposed structure-driven method can combine with a complementary appearance-based approach.
To exploit the structural and motion information, covariance-based inlier selection methods are studied [1] , [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Most of these works are based on pose covariance matrix, which has two key characteristics: 1) it contains both structural and motion information implicitly, and 2) it approximately represents the uncertainty ellipsoid of pose estimation. Based on the pose covariance matrix, different metrics were introduced to guide the inlier selection, such as information gain [1] , entropy [37] , trace [38] , covariance ratio [39] , minimum eigenvalue and log determinant [40] . Covariance-based inlier selection methods are studied for both filtering-based VO/VSLAM [1] , [36] [37] [38] [39] and BA-based VO/VSLAM [40] [41] [42] .
The observability matrix has been studied as an alternative to the covariance matrix for guiding feature selection [31] , [32] . In these works, the connection between pose tracking accuracy and observability conditioning of SLAM as a dynamic system is studied. The insight of their work being: the better conditioned the SLAM system is, the more tolerant the pose estimator will be towards feature measurement error. To that end, the minimum singular value of the observability matrix is used as a metric to guide feature selection. However, observability matrix can only be constructed efficiently under piecewise linear assumption, which limits the applicability of observability-based feature selection. Furthermore, we argue that covariance matrix is better suited for the static or instantaneous bundle adjustment (BA) problem as formulated in pose tracking, as it can be constructed efficiently for nonlinear optimizers under a sparsity assumption.
The study in [40] is most related to our work. In [40] , feature selection is performed by maximizing the information gain of pose estimation within a prediction horizon. Two feature selection metrics were evaluated, minimal eigenvalue and log determinant (Max-logDet). Though the log determinant metric is utilized in our work, the algorithm for approximately selecting the feature subset maximizing logDet differs, as well as the matrix whose conditioning is optimized. Compared with [40] , our work is more applicable for low-latency pose tracking from two key advantages. First, the lazier-greedy algorithm presented in our paper is efficient. It takes an order of magnitude less time than the lazy-greedy algorithm of [40] , yet preserves the optimality bound. Second, we present the combination of efficient feature selection and active feature matching, which reduces the latency of both data association and state optimization. Meanwhile, [40] selects features after data association, therefore leaving the latency of data association unchanged. The experimental results in [40] support these claims: there are occasions when feature selection actually increases the latency of full pipeline, compared with the original all-feature approach.
B. Submatrix Selection
A key perspective of this work is connecting feature selection with submatrix selection under a spectral preservation objective, which has been extensively studied in the fields of computational theory and machine learning [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Submatrix selection is an NP-hard, combinatorial optimization problem. To make submatrix selection more amendable to optimization, one structural property, submodularity, has been explored [45] [46] [47] . If a set function (e.g. matrix-revealing metric in this paper) is submodular and monotone increasing, then the combinatorial optimization of the set function (e.g. submatrix selection in this paper) can be approximated by simple greedy method with approximation guarantee.
Compared with deterministic methods (e.g. classic greedy), randomized submatrix selection has been proven to be a faster alternative with probabilistic performance guarantees [48] , [49] . Combining randomized selection with a deterministic method yields fast yet near-optimal submatrix selection, as demonstrated for specific matrix norms [44] , [50] and general submodular functions [51] , [52] . This paper uses the ideas from these works to design a good feature selection algorithm.
C. Active Matching
Another key perspective of this work is combining feature selection algorithm with active feature matching, which leads to latency-reduction in both data association and state optimization. Active matching refers to the guided feature matching methods that prioritize processing resource (e.g. CPU percentage, latency budget) on a subset of features.
Compared with brute force approaches that treat all features equally, active matching is potentially more efficient, especially under resource constraints.
Active matching has been primarily studied for filter-based VO/VSLAM, with representative works [53] [54] [55] . Traditional active matching methods require dense covariance matrices (i.e. majority of off-diagonal components are filled), and are less relevant to modern VO/VSLAM systems driven by nonlinear sparse optimizers. Furthermore, the algorithms used by these active matching methods were computate-heavy, and provided little benefit when integrated into the real-time pose tracking thread of modern VO/VSLAM system. Therefore, the idea of active matching became less attractive. Quoting [56] : "the problem with this idea (active searching) was that ... too much computation is required to decide where to look." In this paper, we demonstrate the worth of revisiting the classic idea of active matching: the proposed good feature matching algorithm is extremely efficient and applicable, based upon specific matrices and selection algorithm tailored for nonlinear optimization. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to demonstrate the applicability of latencyreduction and accuracy preservation in real-time pose tracking with active feature selection. The benefit of active matching is realized because the structure of modern VO/VSLAM methods permits first asking whether it is desirable to actively look, then to determine where. In effect, it decides when to look, how much to look, and where to look.
III. LEAST SQUARES POSE OPTIMIZATION UNCERTAINTY
This section examines pose covariance as a function of measurement and point estimation error, with reference to the least squares pose optimization objective commonly used in featurebased VO/VSLAM. The intent is to identify what matrices influence the pose covariance. Without loss of generality, write the least squares objective as,
where x is the pose of the camera, p are the 3D feature points and z are the corresponding 2D image measurements. The measurement function, h(x, p), is a combination of the SE(3) transformation (world-to-camera) and pin-hole projection. For simplification, we omit camera lens distortion in h(x, p).
Correcting for lens distortion involves undistorting the image measurements, z, based on the camera calibration parameters so that the model given by h(x, p) is valid. We base the theory of good feature selection upon the objective of (1). Solving the least squares objective often involves the firstorder approximation to the non-linear measurement function h(x, p):
where H x is the measurement Jacobian linearized about the initial guess x (s) . To minimize of the first-order approximation Eq (2) via Gauss-Newton, the pose estimate is iteratively updated via
where H + x is the left pseudoinverse of H x . The accuracy of Gauss-Newton depends on the residual error r , which can be decomposed into two terms: measurement error z and map error p . Using the first-order approximation of h(x, p) at the estimated pose x (s) and map point p to connect the pose optimization error with measurement and map errors leads to
The Jacobian of map-to-image projection, H p , is a diagonal matrix with n diagonal blocks H p (i), where n is the number of matched features. The Bundle Adjustment literature commonly assumes that the measurement error follows an independent and identically distributed Gaussian (i.e., there is an i.i.d. assumption). While keeping the independent Gaussian assumption, this paper relaxes the identical assumption. Instead, the distribution of measurement error is correlated with the image processing parameters, e.g. the scale-level of the extracted keypoint. Without loss of generality, the measurement error and the map error are modeled as z (i) ∼ N (0, Σ z (i)) and p (i) ∼ N (0, Σ p (i)). The combined residual error on image plane
Applying a Cholesky decomposition to each 2 × 2 covariance matrix Σ r (i) leads to Σ r (i) = W r (i)W r (i) T . Assembling W r (i) from all n residual terms into a 2n × 2n block diagonal weight matrix W r and linking to the pose covariance matrix,
We aim to simplify the right hand side. Moving both matrices on the right hand side of Eq (6) to the left hand side,
Note that W −1 r is still a block diagonal matrix, consisting of 2 × 2 blocks denoted by W −1 r (i). Meanwhile, each row block of measurement Jacobian H x can be written as H x (i). Following through on the block-wise multiplication results in the matrix H c :
from which the simplified pose covariance matrix follows:
assuming that there are sufficient tracked map points so that H c is full rank. The conditioning of H c determines the error propagation properties of the iteratively solved least-squares solution for the camera pose x.
IV. GOOD FEATURE SELECTION USING MAX-LOGDET
The pose covariance matrix Σ x represents the uncertainty ellipsoid in pose configuration space. According to Eq (9) , one should use all the features/measurements available to minimize the uncertainty (i.e. variance) of pose estimation: with more measurements, the singular values of H c should increase in magnitude. The worst case uncertainty would be proportional to the inverse of minimal singular value σ min (H c ), whereas in the best case it would be proportional to the inverse of maximal singular value σ max (H c ).
However, for the purpose of low-latency pose tracking, one should only utilize sufficient features. There is a tension between latency and error rejection. From the analysis, the uncertainty of least squares pose optimization problem is bounded by the extremal spectral properties of the matrix H c . Hence, one possible metric to measure the sufficiency of a feature subset would be the factor of the worst case scenario σ min (H c ). Meanwhile, one may argue that the extremal spectral properties only decides the upper and lower bounds of pose optimization uncertainty. The true values would depend on what the overall spectral properties of the system are. It follows then, that another possible measurement of sufficiency would be the overall spectral properties of H c .
Define the good feature selection problem to be: Given a set of 2D-3D feature matchings, find a constant-cardinality subset from them, such that the error of least squares pose optimization is minimized when using the subset only. Based on the previous discussion, the good feature selection problem is equivalent to submatrix selection: Given a matrix H c , select a subset of row blocks so that the overall spectral properties of the selected submatrix are preserved as much as possible.
A Note Regarding Good Feature Selection & Matching: Good feature selection is slightly different from the final goal of this work, good feature matching. In good feature selection, all 2D-3D feature matchings are assumed to be available in the first place. In good feature matching, only the 3D features are known in the beginning, while the 2D-3D matchings are partially revealed during the guided matching process. Still, these two problems share the same core, which is how to prioritize a subset of features over the others for accuracy-preserving purposes. The section following this one will describe how to translate a good feature selection solution to a good feature matching solution.
A. Submodularity in Submatrix Selection
Submatrix selection with spectral preservation has been extensively studied in the numerical methods and machine learning fields [43] , [44] , for which several matrix-revealing metrics exist to score the subset selection process. They are listed in Table I . Subset selection with any of the listed matrix-revealing metrics is equivalent to a finite combinatorial optimization problem with a cardinality constraint:
where S contains the index subsets of selected row blocks from the full matrix H c , [H c (S)] is the corresponding rowwise concatenated submatrix, k is the cardinality of subset, and f the matrix-revealing metric. While the combinatorial optimization can be solved by brute force, the exponentially-growing problem space quickly becomes impractical to search over for real-time VO/VSLAM
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Log. of determinant log det(Q) is max. applications. To employ more efficient subset selection strategies while limiting the loss in optimality, one structural property of the problem may be exploited, submodularity [40] , [45] [46] [47] . If a set function (e.g. matrix-revealing metric) is submodular and monotone increasing, then the combinatorial optimization of the set function (e.g. subset selection) found via greedy methods has known approximation guarantees. Except for Min-Cond, the metrics listed in Table I are either submodular or approximately submodular, and monotone increasing. The Max-logDet metric is submodular [45] , while the Max-Trace is modular (a stronger property) [47] . Lastly, Max-MinEigenValue is approximately submodular [46] . Therefore, selecting row blocks (as well as the corresponding features) with these metrics can be approximately solved with greedy methods. Using these known properties, the aim here is to arrive at an efficient algorithm for performing good feature selection or matching without significant loss in optimality.
B. Simulation of Good Feature Selection
To explore which matrix-revealing metrics might best guide good feature/row block selection for least squares pose optimization, this section evaluates the candidate metrics via simulation. The Matlab simulation environment [57] , which assumes perfect data association, provides the testing framework. The evaluation scenario is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The camera/robot is spawned at the origin of the world frame, and a fixed number of 3D feature points are randomly generated in front of the camera (200 in this simulation). After applying a small random pose transform to the robot/camera, the 2D projections of feature points are measured and perfectly matched with known 3D feature points. Then a Gauss-Newton optimizer uses the matchings to estimate the pose transform.
To simulate the residual error, both the 3D mapped features and the 2D measurements are perturbed with noise. A zeromean Gaussian with the standard deviation of 0.02m are added to the 3D features stored as map. Three levels of measurement error are added to 2D measurements: zero-mean Gaussian with standard deviation of 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 pixel. Subset sizes ranging from 80 to 200 are tested. To be statistically sound, 300 runs are repeated for each configuration. A feature selection module is inserted prior to Gauss-Newton pose optimization, so that only a subset of selected features is sent into the optimizer. Feature selection is done in two steps: 1) compute the combined matrix H c from measurement Jacobian H x and noise weighting matrix W r , 2) greedy selection of row block H c (i) based on the matrixrevealing metric, until reaching the chosen subset size. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3 , with the root-meansquare (RMS) of translational error (m) in the first row and rotational error (deg) in the second row. Each of the matrixrevealing metrics in Table I is tested. For reference, the plots include simulation results with randomized subset selection (Random) and with all features available (All).
From Fig. 3 , two metrics stand out: Max-MinEigenValue and Max-logDet. Under all residual noise levels, their curves more quickly approach the baseline error (All) as a function of the subset size. Based on the outcomes, Max-logDet is chosen as the metric to guide good feature selection. The reasons being: (1) According to Fig. 3 , the error curves of Max-logDet are always lower, if not at the same level, than those of Max-MinEigenValue. The subset selected with Max-logDet approximates the original full feature set better than the subset with Max-MinEigenValue. As discussed previously, greedy selection with Max-logDet has guaranteed approximation ratio due to submodularity. (2) The computational cost of logDet is lower than that of MinEigenValue. The main logDet computation is Cholesky factorization, with a complexity of O(0.33n 3 ), whereas for MinEigenValue the complexity is O(22n 3 ) [58] . Lastly, the error rate of Random selection is much higher than logDet-guided selection. To be effective randomized selection requires a larger subset size.
V. EFFICIENT GOOD FEATURE SELECTION
Subset selection with Max-logDet metric has been studied for sensor selection [45] and feature selection [40] , with reliance on a simple greedy algorithm commonly used to approximate the original NP-hard combinational optimization problem. Since Max-logDet is submodular and monotone increasing, the approximation ratio of a greedy approach is proven to be 1 − 1/e [47] . This approximation ratio is the best achievable by any polynomial time algorithm under the assumption that P = N P .
The classical greedy algorithm can be enhanced into an accelerated version, lazy greedy [59] . Instead of evaluating the actual margin gain of the chosen metric (e.g. logDet) at each iteration, a computationally-cheap, approximate upper bound is estimated and utilized to reject unwanted blocks/features. Speed enhancement of the lazy greedy hinges on the tightness of the upper bound. Consider an idealized case, where computing the upper bound takes zero-cost and a constant rejection ratio ρ is achieved with the upper bound. Hence the total complexity of selecting k features given n candidates using lazy greedy algorithm is O(k(1 − ρ)n): the lazy greedy algorithm has to run k rounds, in each round it will go through (1 − ρ)n candidates to identify the current best feature.
Unfortunately, the commonly used upper bound of logDet, as derived from Hadamard's inequality [60] , is quite loose [40] (i.e. ρ ≈ 0):
Therefore, Max-logDet feature selection does not appreciably benefit from a lazy greedy implementation. As reported in [40] and further confirmed in the simulation to be discussed shortly, the time cost of lazy greedy selection exceeds the realtime requirement (e.g. 30ms per frame), therefore lazy-greedy with logDet and Trace is impractical for good feature selection in real-time VO/VSLAM applications.
A. Lazier-than-lazy Greedy
To speed up the greedy feature selection, we explore the combination of deterministic selection (e.g. lazy greedy algorithm) and randomized acceleration (e.g. random sampling). One well-recognized method of combining these two, is lazierthan-lazy greedy [51] (referred as lazier greedy in the following). The idea of lazier greedy is simple: at each round of greedy selection, instead of going through all n candidates, only a random subset of candidates are evaluated to identify the current best feature. Furthermore, the size of the random subset s can be controlled by a decay factor : s = n k log( 1 ). In this way, the total complexity is reduced from O(k(1−ρ)n) to O(log( 1 )n). Importantly, lazier greedy is near-optimal:
Theorem 1: [51] Let f be a non-negative monotone submoduar function. Let us also set s = n k log( 1 ). Then lazier greedy achieves a (1 − 1/e − ) approximation guarantee in expectation to the optimum solution of problem in Eq 10. Theorem 2: [52] The expectation of approximation guarantee of (1 − 1/e − ) is reached with a minimum probability
, when maximizing a monotone submodular function under cardinality constraint k with lazier-greedy. µ ∈ (0, 1] is the average approximation ratio in maximizing margin gain at each iteration of lazier greedy.
The symbols & formulations in Theorem 2 are adjusted from the original ones [52] to be consistent with Theorem 1. According to these two theorems: 1) lazier greedy introduce a linear loss to the approximation ratio in expectation; and 2) the expectation of linear-loss approximation ratio can be guaranteed with high probability, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (left) . Compared to the theoretical upper bound of approximation ratio, 1−1/e, which no polynomial time algorithm can exceed [47] , lazier greedy only loses a small chunk from it (in expectation & in probability).
The approximation ratio and computational speed up of lazier greedy hinge on the decay factor . When the decay factor = 0, the lazier greedy algorithm is the greedy algorithm. Meanwhile, when the decay factor is e − k n , lazier greedy becomes randomized sampling (i.e. s = 1), which has an approximation ratio of 1 − 1/e − e − k n in expectation. As illustrated in Fig. 4 (middle), the approximation ratio decays linearly with , while the computational cost (FLOP) decays logarithmically. As increases the resulting computational gain outpaces the loss in optimality, until hitting an inflection point after which the benefit reduces. By setting to a small positive value, e.g. 0.1-0.5 as indicated in Fig. 4 (right) , lazier greedy will have a slightly degraded optimal bound but with a 3-4x higher efficiency than lazy greedy. Alg 1 describes an efficient algorithm for good feature selection based on the near-optimal lazier-greedy.
B. Simulation of Lazier Greedy Feature Selection
To validate the benefits of lazier greedy, and to identify the proper value of decay factor , a simulation of good feature selection is conducted. A testing process similar to the Matlab one from previous pose optimization simulation was implemented C++ for speed assessment. The two feature selection algorithms tested are: lazy greedy [40] and lazier greedy (Alg 1). Like the simulation of pose optimization, a set of randomly-spawned 3D feature points, as well as Data:
the corresponding 2D measurements, are provided as input. Gaussian noise is added to both the 3D mapped features and the 2D measurements. The perturbed inputs are fed into a matrix building module, which estimates the combined matrix H c for submatrix/feature selection. To assess the performance and efficiency of good feature selection comprehensively, we sweep through the three parameters: the size of 3D feature set from 500 to 2500, the size of desired feature subset from 40 to 180, and the decay factor from 0.9 to 0.005. For each parameter combination, we randomly spawn 100 different worlds and evaluate each feature selection algorithm on each world. Due to the randomness of lazier greedy, we repeat it 20 times under each configuration. Fig. 5 plots the simulation results for computational time and error ratio as a function of sizes of the desired subset and the full set. The error ratio uses the lazy-greedy outcome as the baseline, then computes the normalized RMS of the difference versus lazier greedy. The multiple surfaces for lazier-greedy correspond to different decay factors . Referring to the time cost graph, lazier greedy is 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than greedy, depending on . The plot includes a constant reference plane of 30ms time cost (in blue). The preference is to lie near to-or below-this reference plane, which lazier greedy can achieve over large regions of its parameter space while lazy greedy cannot. Moving to the error ratio graph, an error ratio of 0.01 indicates that the subset selected with lazier greedy is less than 1% different from the lazy greedy baseline. Though slow, lazy greedy performs well for good feature selection. According to Fig. 5 , the average error ratio of lazier greedy is below 0.01 for the majority of configuration surfaces when ≤ 0.1. The graphs include three lines in the x-y visualization plane corresponding to the target subset sizes used in the VSLAM experiments. Lazier greedy with ≤ 0.1 consistently achieves a low error ratio, yet consumes a fraction of time cost compared to lazy greedy.
To further identify an acceptable decay factor , box-plots of time cost and error ratio are presented in Fig. 6 under three configurations, which vary the number of matched features. We consider = 0.1 to be a favorable parameter choice for good feature selection: the lazier greedy time cost is minimized under the requirement of less-than-0.01 error ratio. In what follows, all experiments run lazier greedy with = 0.1.
VI. GOOD FEATURE MATCHING IN VO/VSLAM PIPELINE
The prior discussion regarding the connection between tracked features and Max-logDet subset selection led to an efficient good feature selection algorithm. Selection is based on the assumption that all 2D-3D feature matchings are known, it only applies after data association (e.g. similar to the existing works [26] , [31] , [32] , [40] ). However, as shown in Figure 1 In what follows, we discuss an efficient solution to the translate problem, referred to as good feature matching.
A. Good Feature Matching in Monocular VO/VSLAM
While the good feature selection problem applies to already associated data, the good feature matching problem starts with a pool of 2D feature points and 3D map points whose correct associations are unknown. The aim is to establish which points should be targeted for matching and in what priority. Three modifications are made to transfer the previous solutions to good feature matching, which is described in Alg 2:
(1) Remove the dependency on 2D-3D matchings when constructing matrix H c (lines 1-4 of Alg 2). Constructing H c requires knowing the covariance matrix of 2D measurement Σ z (i) (as formulated in Eq (5)). To avoid this information, assume a constant prior (e.g. a 2 × 2 identity matrix) at the initial stage of good feature matching (line 3 of Alg 2);
(2) Add a feature matching condition check before updating the subsets in good feature selection (line 10 of Alg 2): only when the current best 3D feature (with highest logDet margin gain) is successfully matched with some 2D measurement, should the matrix (feature) subset get updated accordingly. For the current best 3D feature, a search of possible 2D 
H R c ← a random subset obtained by sampling s = n k log( 1 ) non-repeated random elements from H c ;
measurements is conducted on the image frame, with a sizefixed local search window (centered on the 2D projection of 3D feature). If no 2D measurement can be matched to the current best 3D feature, it moves on to match the next best 3D feature (lines 15-17 of Alg 2). By fusing good feature selection with feature matching, the selection strategy becomes an active matching algorithm: the feature matching effort prioritizes the subset with highest potential gain (in terms of logDet).
(3) Information from successful feature matchings assists follow-up good feature choice, by updating the measurement covariance Σ z (i) (and the associated block in H c (i)) with measurement information (line 11 of Alg 2). The measurement covariance Σ z (i) is assumed to be quadratic with the scale/pyramid level of measurement extraction; it is updated once the pyramid level is known from 2D-3D feature matching. The corrected block H c (i) for the matched feature is concatenated into the selected submatrix, and next iteration of greedy matching starts (lines 18-20 of Alg 2).
A fourth modification is made for SLAM problems.
(4) Rather than exhaustively search the candidate matching pool for k matches, the loops in lines 6 and 8 of Alg. 2 include a time budget t max condition. The time budget is sensible, as the submodularity property is associated with diminishing 
break;
// rest of lines identical with line 15-22 of monocular version returns (i.e. the marginal value of the j th match is less than earlier matches). Searching too long forfeits the task of balancing accuracy and latency. In experiments t max = 15ms, and is rarely met.
B. Good Feature Matching in Stereo VO/VSLAM
Good feature matching applies to stereo cameras as well as to monocular cameras. Compared to monocular VO/VSLAM pipeline, stereo VO/VSLAM has an additional module in data association: stereo matching, which associates measurements between left and right frames. Since the stereo algorithm associates existing 3D mapped features to 2D measurements from both frames, each paired measurement provides twice the number of rows to the least squares objective (in pose-only and joint BA). Stereo methods also provide for instant initialization of new map points through triangulated 2D measurements from the left and right frames. However, optimization for the current pose (as pursued in pose tracking) only benefits from the stereo matchings associated with existing 3D mapped features! By exploiting this property, we can design a lazystereo VO/VSLAM pipeline that has lower latency than the original stereo pipeline. Stereo matching is postponed to after map-to-frame matching. Instead of searching for stereo matchings between all measurements, only those measurements associated with 3D map points are matched. After pose optimization, the remaining measurements are stereo-matched and triangulated as new 3D mapped features.
The lazy-stereo VO/VSLAM pipeline should have the same level of accuracy & robustness as the original pipeline, with reduced pose tracking latency. Implementing the stereo good feature matching algorithm with the lazy-stereo pipeline will further reduce latency while preserving accuracy & robustness. Compared with the monocular Alg 2, the stereo Alg 3 has additional steps of stereo matching at each successful iteration of map-to-frame feature matching (line 13 of Alg 3). Depending on the matching outcome, the block H c (i) contains map-toframe information only (no stereo matching found; line 11-12 of Alg 3), or both map-to-frame and left-to-right information (stereo matching found; line 14-15 of Alg 3).
C. Connection with Conventional Active Matching
Conventionally, active matching is iteratively conducted with 2 major steps: 1) a selecting step that chooses which 3D feature to match against, and 2) a matching step that searches for best 2D measurements within a local area/window of image frame. The local area is typically refined during the active matching process, as more feature matches are found and used to improve the current camera pose estimate. For filter-based VO/VSLAM where the covariance matrix is easily assessable, refining the local search area on-the-fly is possible (by partially updating the covariance matrix during the active matching process). Here we argue that for BAbased VO/VSLAM, refining local search area is not necessary (and not efficient). Instead, working with a fixed-size local searching window is sufficient; it also improves the robustness towards inconsistency and bias in state estimation. Compared with the conventional active matching, good feature matching also selects the best 3D feature to match at each iteration, but the local search area for feature matching remains fixed.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed good feature matching algorithm on a state-of-the-art feature-based visual SLAM system, ORB-SLAM [3] . Applying the proposed algorithms to the real-time tracking thread of ORB-SLAM (Alg 2 for monocular ORB-SLAM 3 & Alg 3 for stereo ORB-SLAM2 4 ), reduces the latency of pose tracking. Meanwhile, the tracking accuracy is either improved (on desktop) or the same as canonical ORB-SLAM (on low-power devices), and the robustness is preserved (i.e. avoiding tracking failure).
ORB-SLAM involves two data association steps, keyframeto-frame and map-to-frame. Of the two, map-to-frame has the higher time cost (see Fig. 1 ) and will always consist of points with estimated 3D positions. Thus we elect to incorporate good feature matching into that module. Integrating the proposed good feature matching algorithm into the map-to-frame matching function of ORB-SLAM leads to several changes, which provide additional, valuable runtime properties. Since the keyframe-to-frame data association step will result in a set of matches, M K2F , the good feature matching process does not need to identify a full set of n GF good feature matches. Instead it will identify a smaller set of k = min(0, n GF − |M K2F |) good feature matches. The modification has an additional advantage. Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that the time cost of lazier greedy grows past a given low threshold as the map size grows (e.g., the full set size). Furthermore, the approximation error ratio grows as the subset size grows. By limiting k to a topping off functionality of M K2F that relates to the target cardinality n GF , we are able 3 https://github.com/raulmur/ORB SLAM 4 https://github.com/raulmur/ORB SLAM2 to move the good feature matching implementation towards the lower subset sizes, therefore bounding the time cost and the error ratio. Under Algs. 2 and 3, the map-to-frame module prioritizes map point association according to the max-logDet metric up to the target set size k, rather than attempt to match all visible local map points to the current measurements. This change establishes when to trigger active matching and how much effort to apply (per the value k). The follow-up pose tracking thread will utilize at most n GF associations, which are faster to collect and to perform pose optimization with versus the original implementation.
Due to the latency-reduction of good feature matching, there is typically extra time between outputting the current pose estimate and receiving next image. House cleaning and anticipatory calculations occur during this time. House cleaning involves searching for additional map-to-frame feature matchings, when the current frame is selected as a keyframe. The additional matches permit the local BA process to still take advantage of the full set of feature matchings. Anticipatory calculations apply to the matrix preparation stage of good feature matching, i.e. line 1-4 of Alg 2. The steps are precomputed to be immediately available for the next frame. The pre-computation further reduces the latency of good feature matching. The good-feature-matching enhanced ORB-SLAM is referred to as GF-ORB-SLAM, and GF for short.
For baseline comparison purposes, we integrate two reference methods into ORB-SLAM that modify Algs. 2 and 3 by prioritizing feature matching with simple heuristics. One heuristic is purely-randomized matching, i.e., Rnd (no prioritization). The other heuristic prioritizes map points with a long tracking history since they are more likely to be mapped accurately. We refer to the second heuristic method Long.
A. Benchmarks
The revised ORB-SLAM with good feature matching is evaluated against available, state-of-the-art VO/VSLAM systems on four public benchmarks:
1) The EuRoC benchmark [25] , which contains 11 stereoinertial sequences comprising 19 minutes of video, recorded in 3 different indoor environments. Ground-truth tracks are provided using motion capture systems (Vicon & Leica MS50). We evaluate monocular (e.g. left camera) and stereo versions.
2) The TUM-VI benchmark [61] , which contains 28 stereoinertial sequences of indoor and outdoor environments. Only the 6 sequences (i.e. room1-6, in total 14 minutes of video) with complete coverage by MoCap ground truth are selected. Compared with EuRoC, sequences in TUM-VI are recorded under much stronger camera motion, which is hard to track with monocular VO/VSLAM. Only stereo methods are tested.
3) The TUM-RGBD benchmark [62] , which is recorded with a Microsoft Kinect RGBD camera. Three sequences that are relatively long (i.e. over 80 seconds each) and rich in camera motion are used in the evaluation. The total length of videos selected is 5.5 minutes. Compared with the previous two benchmarks, captured with global shutter cameras, the image quality of TUM-RGBD benchmark is lower, e.g. rolling shutter, motion blur [5] . This benchmark tests monocular VO/VSLAM on low-end sensors and slow motion, whereas the previous two test high-end sensors and fast motion.
4) The KITTI benchmark [63] , which contains contains 11 stereo sequences recorded from a car in urban and highway environments. In total 40 minutes of video are recorded, with individual recording duration ranging from 30 seconds to 8 minutes. Ground truth tracks are provided by GPS/INS. Unlike the earlier three indoor benchmarks, KITTI is a large-scale outdoor benchmark that characterizes self-driving applications. Stereo VO/VSLAM methods are tested on KITTI.
B. Evaluation Metrics
Since the focus of this work is on real-time pose tracking, all evaluations are performed on the instantaneous output of pose tracking thread; key-frame poses after posterior bundle adjustment are not used. For fair comparison between VSLAM and VO methods, the loop closing modules are disabled in all ORB-SLAM variants. For the first three benchmarks that evaluate small-to-medium scale indoor scenarios, absolute root-mean-square error (RMSE) between ground truth track and SLAM estimated track is utilized as the accuracy metric (commonly used in SLAM evaluation [62] , [64] [65] [66] ). For the last benchmark (KITTI outdoor), two relative metrics Relative Position Error (RPE) and Relative Orientation Error (ROE) are reported, as recommended [63] . Full evaluation results for both RMSE and RPE/ROE from all benchmarks are provided externally 5 . Performance assessment involves a 10-run repeat for each configuration, i.e., the benchmark sequence, the VO/VSLAM approach and the parameter (number of features tracked per frame). Results are reported if the VO/VSLAM approach works reliably under the configuration; no tracking failure when running on a desktop, or at most 1 failure on a low-power device.
Additional values recorded include the latency of real-time pose tracking per frame, defined as the time span from receiving an image to publishing the state estimate. The latency of image capture and transmission are not included since they are typically lower than that of VO/VSLAM algorithm, and are outside of the scope of this investigation.
This section first evaluates the accuracy-latency tradeoff of GF-ORB-SLAM against state-of-the-art monocular VO/VSLAM methods, then evaluates stereo version against stereo VO/VSLAM methods. In the process, we study the parameter-space of the GF modification in order to identify the operational domain of any free parameters to fix them at constant values in subsequent experiments. The experiments are conducted on 3 desktops with identical configuration: Intel i7-7700K CPU (passmark score of 2581 per thread), 16 GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.04 and ROS Indigo environment. Finally, this section evaluates monocular GF-ORB-SLAM on lowpower devices, suited for light-weight platforms such as micro aerial and small ground vehicles.
C. Latency vs. Accuracy: Mono VO/VSLAM
In addition to the monocular ORB-SLAM baseline (ORB), two state-of-the-art monocular direct VO methods serve as 5 https://github.com/ivalab/FullResults GoodFeature baselines: SVO 6 [5] and DSO 7 [6] . SVO is a light-weight direct VO system targeting low-latency pose tracking while sacrificing tracking accuracy. The multi-threaded option in SVO is enabled, so that the depth update/mapping runs on a separate thread from pose tracking. Compared with SVO, the direct objective in DSO is more comprehensive: it includes an explicit photometric model for image capturing. While DSO typically has better tracking performance than SVO, the latency of DSO can be much higher (up to 3x). Unlike ORB and SVO, DSO has a single-thread implementation only. Its latency varies dramatically between regular frames (e.g. 20 ms) and keyframes (e.g. 150 ms) [6] . A multi-threaded DSO would only have the latency of regular frames, as the keyframes can be processed in a separate thread. Such a multi-threaded DSO is expected to be slightly less accurate than the singlethread version, because the joint-optimized map points are no longer immediately accessible for real-time pose tracking. In our evaluation, an idealized multi-threaded DSO is assumed: latency is evaluated on regular frames only, while accuracy is evaluated on the single-thread DSO.
The latency and accuracy of VO/VSLAM systems can be adjusted through a few internal parameters. One key parameter that significantly impacts both latency and accuracy is the max feature number, i.e., the maximum number of features/patches tracked per frame. Running VO/VSLAM with high max feature number is beneficial for accuracy & robustness. Meanwhile, lowering the max feature number is preferred for latency reduction. To evaluate the trade-off between latency and accuracy for baseline systems (ORB, SVO, and DSO), all of them are configured to run 10-repeats for max feature number parameters ranging from 150 to 2000.
For a given max feature number, ORB-SLAM latency can be reduced via the proposed good feature matching algorithm. Adjusting the good feature number, i.e. the number of good features being matched in pose tracking, changes the latency. Tests with the three ORB-SLAM variants (GF, Rnd and Long) are configured to run 10-repeat under good feature number values ranging from 60 to 240. Meanwhile, the max feature number is fixed to 800, which yields a good balance of latency and accuracy for baseline ORB.
1) Parameter Exploration on EuRoC Monocular: Fig. 7 presents the latency-accuracy trade-off curves for monocular VO/VSLAM implementations on three example EuRoC sequences Amongst the baseline methods, ORB has the best accuracy while SVO has the lowest latency. Lowering the max feature number reduces the latency of ORB baseline, however, it comes with loss of tracking accuracy (e.g. the 1st blue marker in row 2), or even the risk of track failure (e.g. the first 2 blue markers are omitted in row 3). Meanwhile, a better latency-accuracy trade-off is achieved with the proposed GF method. According to Fig. 7 , the latency of GF is in a similar range as SVO, but with the accuracy of GF being an order of magnitude better than both SVO and DSO. Furthermore, the accuracy-preserving property of GF is demonstrated when compared to the reference methods Rnd and Long. The latency-accuracy curves of GF are almost flat and lower than the other two, once a reasonable number of good features are set to be matched (e.g. starting from the 3rd black marker).
The latency-reduction of GF is further illustrated in Fig. 8 , in which the max feature number is set to 800. Compared with ORB, the latency of GF has lower variance. A good setting for the good feature number is 100, marked by a red arrow in Fig. 8 . The accuracy of GF with a good feature number of 100 is on par with ORB, as quantified by the 3rd black marker in each row of Fig. 7 .
2) EuRoC Monocular: Here, we report the accuracy & latency of all monocular VO/VSLAM methods under fixed configurations: the RMSE values are in Table II (after a Sim3 alignment to the ground truth), and the latency values in Table III . For the three VO/VSLAM baselines, the max feature number is 800. For the three ORB variants, the max feature number is 800 and the good feature number is 100. Results with any tracking failure are omitted from both tables. The GF subset selection does not impact the robustness of ORB-SLAM: it works on all eight sequences that ORB tracks. The average RMSE for all tracked sequences per method is given (i.e. All Avg.), as well as the average RMSE of the 5 sequences that all methods track successfully (i.e. Int. Avg.).
On each EuRoC sequence, the minimum RMSE is noted in bold. Interestingly, GF does not just preserve the accuracy & robustness of ORB; it further reduces the RMSE on several sequences. On average, GF has the lowest RMSE over all evaluated VO/VSLAM methods. Furthermore, GF also has better overall accuracy when compared with two reference selection methods. Though Rnd seems to have lowest RMSE on multiple sequences, the margin between Rnd and GF small for them. Meanwhile, both Rnd and Long lead to large accuracy loss on the difficult sequence MH 04 diff, while GF improves RMSE.
According to Table III , the average latency of GF is the lowest relative to all other methods: GF has an average latency 34% lower than ORB. Compared with the direct methods, the latency of GF has lower variance. The 1st quartile of GF latency is higher than direct methods, since feature extraction introduces a constant overhead. However, the 3rd quartile of GF latency is lower than direct methods, which might occasionally spend too much time on direct optimization.
3) TUM-RGBD Monocular:
The RMSE values of all 6 methods (3 baseline VO/VSLAM, 3 ORB variants) evaluated on TUM-RGBD are summarized in Table IV . Due to the lower resolution, feature parameters used to obtain the results are roughly half of those configured in EuRoC: max feature number of 400, and good feature number of 60 (the lower limit recommended and tested in Fig. 7 , based on the trends in Figs. 3 and 7) . The average RMSE of GF is the 2nd lowest, next to the lowest RMSE from ORB. Not surprising, both the accuracy (e.g. average RMSE) and the robustness (e.g. track failure) of direct methods are bad due to rolling shutter effects. Latency reduction of GF is less significant than the previous EuRoC results: it saves around 19% of average latency. Due to the lower image resolution and the relatively short duration of the TUM-RGBD sequences, it is less likely to accumulate enough measurements towards a large 3D feature map. GF is best suited to localizing with a relatively large-sized 3D map or domain; on a small map brute-force matching will suffix. This example demonstrates an example scenario with diminishing returns. However, for application scenarios that with improved image quality, a larger domain of operation, and long-term duration, the advantage of GF will be clearer.
D. Latency vs. Accuracy: Stereo VO/VSLAM
We also evaluate the latency-accuracy trade-off of stereo GF against state-of-the-art stereo VO/VSLAM systems. Compared to monocular VO/VSLAM, the amount of valid map points is much higher in stereo systems because of the extra stereo information. In the presence of a 3D map with high quality and quantity, the advantage of active map-to-frame matching is expected to be more significant than the monocular version. The proposed good feature matching (Alg 3) is integrated into the sped-up ORB-SLAM, Lz-ORB. In what follows, we again refer to the good feature enhanced ORB-SLAM as GF. As before, two heuristics are integrated into Lz-ORB as reference methods, i.e. Rnd and Long. Four baseline stereo systems are included in the evaluation as well: stereo SVO, stereo DSO (taken from published results [67] on KITTI since no opensource implementation is available), canonical stereo ORB-SLAM (ORB), and Lz-ORB, a sped-up version of stereo ORB-SLAM based on the lazy-stereo pipeline described earlier.
The max feature number is adjusted for stereo baseline systems to obtain the trade-off curve between accuracy and latency. All 3 baseline systems (SVO, ORB, and Lz-ORB) are configured to have 10-repeat runs under max feature number ranging from 150 to 2000. Meanwhile, the latency-accuracy trade-off of GF is obtained by adjusting the good feature number, which is the the total number of good features from both left and right frames that are matched to the local map. All 3 ORB-SLAM variants (GF, Rnd and Long) are configured for 10-repeat runs under good feature number ranging from 60 to 240 (while max feature number is fixed).
1) Parameter Exploration for EuRoC Stereo: The latencyaccuracy trade-off of stereo VO/VSLAM on three example EuRoC sequences can be found in Fig. 9 . Among all 3 baseline systems, Lz-ORB has the best accuracy, while SVO has the lowest latency. Simply lowering the max feature number leads to accuracy drop or even track failure in Lz-ORB. However, with GF the latency of pose tracking can be reduced to the same level as SVO, while the RMSE remains a magnitude lower than SVO. Two state-of-the-art stereo VINS systems, OKVIS 8 [19] and MSCKF 9 [68] , are evaluated as well. Both VINS systems are assessed under the default parameters, therefore rather than having the full curve only one marker is presented in Fig. 9 . The latency of GF is clearly lower than filter-based MSCKF, while the accuracy is even better than BA-based OKVIS. However, when comparing with two heuristics (Rnd, Long), the advantage of GF is harder to identify than monocular results.
The latency reduction of GF is further illustrated in Fig.  10 . The max feature number being used in Lz-ORB and ORB is 800, which balances accuracy and latency. Compared with the two non-GF baselines, the latency of GF is has a lower upper bound. A reasonable good feature number is 160, since it yields low latency as well as high accuracy (the 3rd black mark from the right in Fig. 9 ).
2) EuRoC Stereo: The RMSEs and latencies of all 6 stereo VO/VSLAM methods under the example configurations (max feature number of 800 & good feature number of 160) are summarized in Table VI . The results of 2 stereo VINS systems under default parameters are reported as well. Different from monocular VO/VSLAM, it is expected for stereo systems to estimate scale correctly. Therefore, each cell of Table 9 reports the RMSE after Sim3 alignment (as the 1st value) and the scale error percentage (as the 2nd value). The lowest error within each category, i.e. VO/VSLAM or VINS, is highlighted in bold. Similar to the monocular experiment, GF is the lowest in terms of average RMSE and average scale error, compared with other stereo VO/VSLAM methods. Furthermore, the accuracy of GF is better than the two stereo VINS systems, while the robustness of GF is comparable to stereo VINS (each of them failed on 1 sequence). The advantage of GF over Rnd and Long can be verified as well: both Rnd and Long failed to track on MH 02 easy while GF succeed; the average RMSE and scale error of GF are lower than the other two as well.
The latency of all 8 stereo systems under the same configuration as Table XIII are summarized in Table VII . The lowest latency is achieved with SVO, though its accuracy is an order of magnitude higher than GF. Additionally, its third quartile latency is within 10% of the GF third quartile latency. The average latency reduction of GF is 27.4% when compared to Lz-ORB, and 46.2% when compared to ORB.
3) KITTI Stereo: The latency-accuracy trade-off of stereo systems on a KITTI sequence 04 are illustrated in Fig. 11 . Two relative metrics, RPE and ROE, are estimated with a sliding window of 100m. As suggested in [63] and followed by [3] , [67] , relative metrics are suited to evaluate accuracy of VO/VSLAM on outdoor large-scale sequences. Stereo DSO [67] is not plotted, since there is no open-source implementation available to estimate tracking latency.
Similar to the previous results on indoor scenarios, GF is at the bottom-left of the latency-accuracy plane. The latency of GF is lower than ORB, while the relative error of GF is at the same level as ORB. GF also behaves more robustly than the two reference heuristics: both Rnd and Long tracks on one out of four configurations, while GF works on all four configurations (i.e. has four black-square markers).
Furthermore, we report the RPE & ROE of 7 stereo systems in Table VIII , and the latency in Table IX . Since the image resolution in KITTI is double that of previous benchmarks (captured by VGA/WVGA cameras), the numbers in Table VIII and IX are collected under max feature number of 1500. To be consistent with EuRoC stereo results, the good feature number is also fixed to 160. Stereo DSO results are obtained from the authors' online site 10 , from a single run of each sequence. All other methods are evaluated under 10repeat runs.
According to Table VIII , GF and ORB track 10 out of 11 sequences, with GF having a lower RPE than ORB. The two reference methods, Rnd and Long, failed to track three sequences. The performance of direct systems varies: SVO has the worst accuracy on all 11 sequences, while stereo DSO works slightly better than GF in terms of accuracy and robustness. Several reasons contribute to the performance of DSO: the motion profile of a car is smoother than that of a MAV or hand-held camera; revisits happen at a lower rate than indoor scenarios; and the lighting condition is well-controlled with few low-light cases.
Latency reduction of GF is illustrated in Table IX . On average GF has 30% less latency than ORB and Lz-ORB to track a pair of stereo images. GF also has a much lower upper bound of pose tracking latency. The latency of SVO is higher than GF. The latency of DSO is not available. 4) TUM-VI Stereo: Under a max feature number of 600 and a good feature number of 160, we report the RMSE, scale error, and latency of all 8 stereo systems, in Tables X and XI. Compared to stereo VINS systems OKVIS and MSCKF, GF is less robust (i.e. failed to track on room3). We further argue that the drop in robustness of GF is not due to good feature matching: the original ORB tracks all 6 sequences, while our vanilla implementation of Lz-ORB fails on room3 (and all 3 variants thereafter). The track failure for room3 should be resolved with a better Lz-ORB implementation or with the incorporation of IMU measurements.
For the 5 sequences where GF succeeds, the RMSE of GF is lower than the vision-only baselines (SVO, ORB and Lz-ORB). The average RMSE of vision-only GF on 5 tracking sequences is close to that of visual-inertial OKVIS, while being lower than that of MSCKF. Furthermore, GF leads to a 40.2% reduction of average latency versus Lz-ORB, and 53.2% latency reduction versus ORB, according to Table XI. Interestingly the average RMSE of the two heuristics (Rnd and Long) are slightly lower than for GF and they have a lower latency than GF. The advantage of Rnd and Long is largely due to the set-up of TUM-VI room sequences: these sequences are captured in a small room, with the camera performing repeated circular motion. In such a set-up, the 3D map of the entire room gets constructed after one to two circles, with high quality and a high quantity of features. The success rate of map-to-frame feature matching will be high for a small-scale world with frequent revisits. Under these conditions, simple heuristics such as Rnd and Long provide sufficient feature matching inliers for pose tracking with less computation demands than search methods such as GF.
Based on the performance guarantees described in Section V, which are in expectation, there may exist situations where lazier greedy will operate with similar performance to randomized methods. The TUM scenarios highlight one such set of situations. However, outside of these situations, the two methods are anticipated to diverge. The poorer pose estimation of Rnd will then affect the long term pose tracking performance due to the recursive estimation nature of SLAM. This assertion is supported by the evaluation results in EuRoC (medium-scale SLAM) and KITTI (large-scale SLAM), where GF has better accuracy and robustness than Rnd.
E. Real-time Tracking on Low-Power Devices
Here, the proposed GF modification is deployed on three low-power devices with limited processing capabilities, which typically serve as on-board processing units for light weight platforms. The low-power devices tested include: 1) X200CA: a light-weight laptop with an Intel Pentium 2117U processor (Passmark score: 1662 per thread) and 4 GB of RAM. The processor has 2 cores and consumes 17W. 2) Jetson TX2: a 64-bit embedded single-board computer system, containing a hybrid processing unit (2 Denver2 + 4 ARM A57) and 8 GB of RAM. Power consumption is 7.5W. 3) Euclid: a 64-bit embedded single-board computer system, with a Intel Atom x7-Z8700 processor (Passmark score: 552 per thread) and 4 GB of RAM. The processor has 4 cores and consumes 4W.
GF, and three other monocular VO/VSLAM baselines, are deployed and evaluated with EuRoC monocular sequences. To run ORB variants near real-time, the pyramid levels for ORB feature extraction were reduced to 3 from 8, and the max feature number set to 400. As a consequence, the robustness performance of the ORB variants is worse than the previous EuRoC Mono results. In what follows, we relax the robustness condition slightly, and report results with 1 tracking failure in 10 runs as well (marked with underline).
The RMSEs on all three low-power devices are summarized in Table XII , while the latencies are summarized in Table XIII . The good feature number is set to 60 given the max feature number of 400 (similar to the TUM RGBD benchmark case). 1) When running on X200CA, GF has the 2nd lowest average RMSE (23% higher than ORB). However, the robustness of GF is slightly better than ORB and SVO: it tracks on 8 sequences without failure, while the other 2 baselines track 7 sequences and with failure. When comparing on the 7 sequences that ORB tracks, GF only introduces 14% to average RMSE. The strength of SVO is the low-latency; though the average latency of GF is 24% less than ORB, it is almost twice that of SVO.
2) The released binary of SVO does not support 64-bit Jetson TX2, therefore only 3 methods are assessed on Jetson. Similar to the X200CA results, GF is slightly worse than ORB in terms of average RMSE (by 8%). Notice GF is also less robust than ORB, as it introduces additional tracking failure on sequences MH 02 easy and MH 04 diff. The latency reduction of GF is also small: 11% less than ORB.
3) When running on Euclid, GF introduces 20% more error in terms of average RMSE. Again, notice that GF works on MH 05 diff while ORB cannot. If we only take the 6 sequences that ORB tracks into account, GF only introduces 4% to average RMSE. However, the latency reduction of GF for Euclid is smaller than the Jetson results: only 9% time savings. Apart from the 4 monocular VO/VSLAM systems, we also include the VINS results [69] evaluated on a UP Board, which has almost identical hardware specifications as Euclid. The RMSE of the VINS methods, labeled SVOMSF [69] and VIMono [70] , are obtained by Sim3 alignment to ground truth, which is identical with our evaluation. With additional input from inertial sensors, VINS are clearly more robust than vision-only systems. However, the accuracy of VINS is poorer than visiononly ones (when scale corrected). Furthermore, the latency of the VINS approaches is much higher than vision-only systems, which suggests the scalability of VINS is also poor for low-power devices. Therefore, for VO/VSLAM and VINS, a combination of algorithm improvements (e.g. Good Feature) and hardware improvements may be required to achieve low latency and good accuracy on embedded devices.
When the computate resources (e.g. processor speed, cache size) are highly limited, the latency reduction of GF is less significant. Preservation of accuracy & robustness, on the other hand, scales relatively well on different devices (only with slight drop). The limited scalability to devices such as Jetson & Euclid is mostly due to the sequential nature of the proposed GF algorithm. As embedded device hardware specifications improve, in terms of compute power and core quantity, we anticipate that improvements will favor the GF variant (as demonstrated on desktop and X200CA). Even on current embedded platforms, the small amount of latency reduced by GF could be important: it turns the near real-time ORB into a real-time applicable VSLAM system, as illustrated in Fig. 12 .
Given the time cost of feature extraction (Fig. 12 ), efforts to move feature extraction onto FPGA devices [9] , [10] are crucial. The times in Fig. 12 reflect a coarser pyramid and smaller feature extraction numbers. Off-loading the original ORB-SLAM pyramidal feature extraction block to an FPGA Fig. 12 : Latency breakdown for all modules in pose tracking pipeline, running on low-power devices.
will have significant savings and would help preserve the accuracy properties of the original front end. When combining FPGA off-loading with the Good Feature matching method (and possibly also IMU integration), we expect the performance-efficiency of VSLAM on low-power devices be similar to the desktop outcomes (e.g. Table II ).
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an active map-to-frame feature matching method, good feature matching, which reduces the computational cost (and therefore latency) of VO/VSLAM, while preserving the accuracy and robustness of pose tracking. Feature matching is connected to the submatrix selection problem. To that end, the Max-logDet matrix revealing metric was shown to perform best via simulated scenarios. For application to active feature matching, the combination of deterministic selection (greedy) and randomized acceleration (random sampling) is studied. The proposed good feature matching algorithm is integrated into monocular and stereo feature-based VSLAM systems, followed by evaluation on multiple benchmarks and computate platforms. Good feature matching is shown to be an efficiency enhancement for low-latency VO/VSLAM, while preserving, if not improving, the accuracy and robustness of VO/VSLAM. Though the focus of this paper is reducing the latency of VO/VSLAM, the idea of active & logDet-guided feature matching is general: it can be extended to other feature modules (e.g. line features [22] ) or localization tasks (e.g. image-based localization [71] ).
